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This three ring notebook contains two bibliographies and 14 reports on cassava. A list of these materials is attached. Cit. Nkire (ARD) is a cassava expert. For a general look at cassava planting, processing and marketing, he suggests that the best of these articles is the 1982 report by James H. Cook. For a detailed examination of cassava processing, Cit. Nkire suggests two 1984 reports, his own and the one by Stephen K. O'Hair.

BANDUNDU/102/CASSAVA/AGRICULTURE.


A description, overview, ranking and critique of agricultural secondary education in the Bandundu region. Clear, well organized and straightforward. Although it covers the whole region, its conclusions are probably an accurate reflection of the situation in the 102 project area.

BANDUNDU/EDUCATION/AGRICULTURE/102.


A rapid rural appraisal carried out in eleven collectivities in the central Bandundu region of Zaire during August and September 1988. Forty-four villages were surveyed and household interviews were conducted with one hundred farm families. The primary objective of the study was to collect information on the regional system of agricultural production and the other major components of the rural economic system.

Agriculture/Bandundu/Production.

Summary Reports on the Eleven Collectivities Surveyed in the Rapid Rural Appraisal.
Agriculture/Bandundu.


FOOD/Bandundu/Kwango/Nutrition/AGRICULTURE.


This report tries to point out anachronistic practices which appear in the agricultural marketing process.
BANDUNDU/KWILU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.


This study categorizes traditional farming methods in the region of Bandundu as a whole, and gives a description of the region’s farming methods.
Farm/Agriculture/Bandundu.


BANDUNDU/Bibliography/CASSAVA/Marketing/AGRICULTURE.


Agriculture/women/Cassava/Bandundu/Zaire.

BANDUNDU/CASSAVA/AGRICULTURE.


Conference/FOOD/Nutrition/Health/Bandundu/Zaire.


This report gives the advantages and disadvantages of cassava and it focuses on cassava an energy source.

BANDUNDU/CASSAVA/102/AGRICULTURE.


This report is based on an "evaluation survey" in the CODAIK area.

BANDUNDU/KWANGO/KWILU/AGRICULTURE.


Maize/Peanuts/Production/Marketing/Bandundu/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango/Mai-Ndombe/AGRICULTURE.

Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Marketing/Sale/Bandundu/Farmer/AGRICULTURE.


Sale/Bandundu/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango/Mai-Ndome/Agriculture/Farmer/Purchase/Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Inquiry/AGRICULTURE.


Agriculture/Production/Bandundu/Sale.


Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Bandundu/Price/Marketing/Kinshasa/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango/Mai-Ndombe/AGRICULTURE.


Maize/Peanuts/Production/Bandundu/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango/Mai-Ndombe/AGRICULTURE.

Cassava/Production/Marketing/Bandundu/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango/Mai-Ndombe/AGRICULTURE.


Production/Marketing/Agriculture/Bandundu.


Agriculture/Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Bandundu/Inquiry.


Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Income/Bandundu/Farmer/Kwilu/Kwango/Mai-Ndombe/Kikwit/AGRICULTURE.


Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Production/Marketing/Bandundu/AGRICULTURE.


Price/Agriculture/Production/Bandundu/Inquiry/AGRICULTURE.

Agriculture/Sale/Bandundu/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango.


generation/Sale/Bandundu/Mai-Ndombe.


A summary of existing material.

BANDUNDU/Food/Idiofa/Kwilu/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.


Teledetection/Agriculture/Statistics/Bandundu.


Bandundu/Kwango/AGRICULTURE.


This report present an overview of DPP, its objectives and the ways it works towards the development (cultural, social and economic of Idiofa zone).

BANDUNDU/RURAL/IDIOFA/AGRICULTURE.


BANDUNDU/PROCAR/RURAL/102/AGRICULTURE.

This report presents and inventory of materials available in Kinshasa relevant to AID Project 660-0102. BANDUNDU/Natural Resources/102.


This report is based on a trip in Bas-Zaïre and in Bandundu. It focuses on how the cultivating and processing of manioc is done in the villages. It talks about the marketing of manioc; and it gives a case of a particular village: Kamba saka. BANDUNDU/BAS-ZAIRE/CASSAVA/Cultivation/Consumption/Processing/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE.


Farmer/AGRICULTURE/Bandundu.


Bandundu/Agriculture/Kwilu.


This study focuses on the regional infrastructure. The study consists of the following sub-studies: 1. A road inventory, 2. Traffic counts, 3. Vehicle Operation costs, 4. Price information, 5. A market study, 6. Informal information collection on the village level, 7. A river transport study. BANDUNDU/TRANSPORT/roads/rivers/KWILU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.
38. Fresco L. "CASSAVA IN SHIFTING CULTIVATION : A SYSTEM APPROACH TO AGRICULTURE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA." (Amsterdam: Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen; 1986) Availability: KUL-ABIB.

A detailed analysis of the changes in cassava production in the Kwango Kwilu in order to understand the crisis of declining food ability in Africa.
Cassava/Agriculture/Bandundu/Technology/Kwilu/Kwango.


This is a manual for improving traditional agriculture in the sub-regions of Kwango Kwilu. It groups different techniques based on the limited resources of farmers. It is written in easy French and Kikongo.
BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/KWANGO/KWILU/PRODUCTIVITY.


This report is based on a survey which revealed that food production is done by women. It gives a view to developing a more systematic approach to helping women farmers to improve their agricultural productivity.
BANDUNDU/Women/Cassava/Production/AGRICULTURE.


A study on traditional foodstuffs in order to diminish the shortage of protein and energy. Data was collected from 19 villages in Kwango Kwilu and 4 cartiers of Kikwit. More detailed studies were done in four villages: Kibangu, Kitsaku, Kalenge, and Dimbi Kapay. The project obtained anthropological data from all children between 0 - 5 years in these four villages. From weight/age data, 77% of children were malnourished, 6% badly. From height/weight data, 29% were malnourished, 6% severely. These conclusions must be interpreted with caution.
FOOD/Bandundu/nutrition/Kwango/Kwilu/HEALTH.

Rapid rural reconnaissance of farming systems in three collectivities of Kilulu Subregion, Bandundu.
BANDUNDU/FARMING SYSTEMS/KILULU/102/AGRICULTURE.


This report presents the findings of a study of local associations, cooperatives, rural development programs and regional organizations in the 102 project area. In one month of fieldwork, the team visited fourteen collectivities in the northern and central part of Bandundu.
BANDUNDU/102/COORDINATIVES/RURAL.


FOOD/Bandundu/Health/nutrition/Kwango.

45. Holemans K. "ETUDES SUIR L’ALIMENTATION EN MILIEU COUTUMIER DU KWANGO." (Antwerpen: Societe Belge de Medecine Tropicale; 1959) Availability: AB 11.211/R.

FOOD/Health/Bandundu/Kwango.


Notes on interviews with high-level administrators in the following organizations; IREG, DMPCC, BEAU, Service d'Etudes, DOA, CEPAS, and INS. Useful background on these organizations and their willingness/capacity to work with AID on 098/102 monitoring and evaluation.
BANDUNDU/102/098/MONITORING/EVALUATION/AGRICULTURE.

BANDUNDU/098/102/MONITORING/EVALUATION/AGRICULTURE.


This report is on the ways of processing of cassava chips.

BANDUNDU/CASSAVA/AGRICULTURE.


This report proposes a special program, for Citoyen Nkere Mbo Wassa, of applied research on cassava in different parts of the world. It is about alternative processing techniques.

BANDUNDU/102/CASSAVA/AGRICULTURE.


This report is a critique of "Production et Commercialisation du Manioc au Zaire.

BANDUNDU/CASSAVA/MARKETING/PRODUCTION/102/AGRICULTURE.


This report consists of interviews of these following people: 1. IRES, Cit. Kintambo, Director; 2. DMPCC, Cit. Mansinsa, Director; 3. Cit Kankonde, M. BAerhl, Cit Masoka, and Cit. Ntoto, BEAU; 4. Cit. Bentsch Mukuna, Cit. Ngamba, Georges Conde, Service d'Etudes, DOA; 5. Pere Didier de Failly, Cellule de Technologie Approprie, CEPAS; 6. Pere Boute, Director General, INS.

BANDUNDU/102/AGRICULTURE.

This report talks about surveys and research done by USAID's different projects and how the small Farmer Marketing Access Project (SEMA) can help.
BANDUNDU/102/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE.


BANDUNDU/Marketing/AGRICULTURE/102/098.


This is a report on the second phase of an assessment of cassava marketing and processing in Bandundu (see Scope of Work for an Assessment of Cassava Marketing and Processing in the Bandundu Region of Western Zaire.
102/098/BANDUNDU/Cassava/Marketing/AGRICULTURE.


This is a listing and evaluation of potential sources of data on cassava marketing for 098/102 monitoring and evaluation. The main potential sources considered are the following: - DOA/Direction des Marches, Prix et Credits de Campagne; -DOA/Division de Statistiques Agricole; -DOA/Service d'Etudes/Bureau d'Analyse Economique; Institut Nationale de Statistiques; Institut des Recherches Economiques et Sociales; CEPLANUT; USAID/Program; USAID/Small Farmer Survey; Possible agricultural and household surveys under 098/102 Monitoring and Evaluation.
BANDUNDU/098/102/Cassava/Marketing.


This report explains how marketing assessments work and their needs.
102/098/BANDUNDU/Cassava/Marketing/AGRICULTURE.

This is report on Small Farmer Marketing Assessment (SFMA) activities in Zaire up to November 1984.

102/098/BANDUNDU/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE.


"This is a joint review of companion Agricultural Marketing Development Projects 660-0026 and 660-0028." This report is in two sections. The first section is a midterm evaluation of projects 026 and 028. The second section consists of five annexes.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING/026/028/098/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE/ROADS/TRANSPORT/KWILU.


FOOD/nutrition/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Kwilu.

60. Ilenda K. "APPROVISIONNEMENT DE LA VILLE DE KIKWIT EN PRODUIT VIVRIERS DE BASE (MANIOC, MAIS, ARACHIDES)." (Kikwit: Institut Superieur Pedagogique; 1986) Dissertation. Availability: not found

Marketing/Agriculture/Cassava/Maize/Peanuts/Bandundu/Kikwit/Kwilu.


Agriculture/Bandundu/Kasai/Zaire.


BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/STATISTICS.

This report summarizes experimental methods for estimating crop areas. Landsat MSS and SPOT imagery were combined with a small sample of field measurements to produce regional production estimates for Shaba by sub-region. A test site near Kikwit is also included. The potential use of satellite imagery in combination with geographic databases is discussed. The document mostly reviews methods used and the steps in the experimental activity. A major conclusion is that satellite imagery is a cost effective means of tracking corn and cassava area in Shaba. A bibliography of other reports from the same research is included.

MAPS/SHABA/105/AGRICULTURE/BANDUNDU/CORN/CASSAVA.


This is a profile of the thirty-nine villages involved in the Small Farmer Study in Bandundu. This report gives insights on health, education, nutrition, agricultural and commercial activities.

BANDUNDU/HEALTH/NUTRITION/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.


Cattle/Bandundu/Agriculture/Kwango.


This report discusses farmers situations, marketing and the possibilities of development in Bulungu.

BANDUNDU/Bulungu/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.

FOOD/Marketing/Kikwit/Bandundu/AGRICULTURE.

68. Lambrechts A./Holemans K./Rots O. "ETUDE SUR L'ALIMENTATION INDIGENE DANS LE TERRIToire DE FESHI (KWANGO, CONGO BELGE)." (Brussel: Academie Royale de Sciences Coloniales; 1956) Availability: KUL-BIBC.

FOOD/Health/Kwango/Feshi/Bandundu.


Agriculture/Bandundu/Farmer/Kwilu.


A manual and technical annex explaining the use of the Bandundu Geographic Data Base. The data base is a diskette, in ASCII or SAS format, available from the Program Office, that combines 1984 Census Data, Tollens Group agricultural production and marketing data, and School of Public Health health indicators for Bandundu region.

102/AGRICULTURE/BANDUNDU/HEALTH/MAIZE/CASSAVA/PEANUTS/POPULATION/MARKETING.


Sale/Marketing/agriculture/Bandundu/Farmer/Kwango/Kwilu/Mai-Ndombe/Kikwit.

This report is an attempt to develop a commercial activity baseline in the 098/102 project area. It focuses on agricultural marketing.

BANDUNDU/098/102/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING/TRANSPORT/ROADS/RIVERS.


This report was done for Project 098. The title is self-explanatory.

BANDUNDU/098/RIVERS/TRANSPORT/AGRICULTURE.


List of project reports produced by Project 098 from 1986 to 1989.

BANDUNDU/TRANSPORT/ROADS/RIVERS.


Farmer/Bandundu/Zaire/AGRICULTURE.


This report describes the kind of soil that lies in the Kwango-Kwilu. A team was composed of five people. Their field trip lasted fourteen days. The report also focuses on different types of constraints (major, time, material, other). The first three paragraphs of the introduction provide a good summary.

BANDUNDU/Kwango-Kwilu/AGRICULTURE.

Price/Marketing/Household Consumption/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.


Bibliography of sources on Bandundu's regional economy gathered during a study for the "amenagement du territoire." Contains about one hundred fifty references dating from 1950 to the present. Availability of sources is unknown.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/RURAL/TRANSPORT/HEALTH/MARKET.


Agriculture/Bandundu/Zaire.


This report summarizes the principle conclusions of the study which was preparatory phase of project PNUD/FAO ZAI/78/001 "Developpement Rural Integre du Kwilu". The object of the study were the criterias of the "socio-economic, technical agriculture and rural condition of the Sub-region".

BANDUNDU/Rural/Kwilu/AGRICULTURE


This study describes agricultural products, manufactured products and marketing of those products in the Kwilu Sub-region.

BANDUNDU/KWILU/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE/MANUFACTURING.

Marketing/Agriculture/Bandundu/Bulungu/Kwilu.


This report is a detailed proposal for development of a baseline for the impact assessment of projects 098 and 102. BANDUNDU/098/102/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING/TRANSPORT.


Agriculture/Forestry/Bandundu/Mai-Ndombe/NATURAL RESOURCES.

85. Muller, Manfred. "AGRICULTURAL MARKETING CAMPAIGNS AND CAMPAIGN CREDIT IN BANDUNDU AND SHABA REGIONS IN ZAIRE." (Washington: USAID; 1987) Availability: KUL-ABIB.

Study describes the inefficiencies of the agricultural marketing systems in Bandundu and Shaba. Marketing/Credit/Agriculture/Farmer/Bandundu/Shaba/Zaire.


This is a study of agricultural production and marketing credit in part of the 102 project area. The report is based on 45 days of fieldwork in 14 different localities. It "attempts to identify and appreciate the sources and needs in credits for the agricultural production on the one hand and agricultural in the other hand.".

BANDUNDU/102/Credit/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE/PRODUCTION.

This is a short (6pp) description and discussion of how badly the agricultural marketing system works in the Kwilu. It tries to point out anachronistic practices which appear in the agricultural marketing process. It is based on Kingata's longer study BANDUNDU/Marketing/Kwilu/Rural/102/AGRICULTURE.


"This study attempts to identify and appreciate the sources and needs in credits for the agricultural production on the one hand and agricultural commercialization on the other hand."
BANDUNDU/Credit/System/Agriculture/Production/102.


BANDUNDU/Kwilu/102/AGRICULTURE.


This is trip report, which objectives were to analyse the practices in cassava production and processing.
BANDUNDU/Kwilu/BAS-ZAIRE/CASSAVA/102/AGRICULTURE.

91. Pangu S. et al. "ENQUETE SOCIO-ECONOMIQUES SUR LES SYSTEMES D'EXPLOITATION AGRICOLE EFFECTUEE DANS LA SOUS-REGION DU KWILU : ZONE D'ACTION DU PROJET USAID 660 0102, CODAIK."
(Kikwit: Project USAID 6600102/CODAIK; 1986) Availability: not found.

Agriculture/Economy/Farmer/Bandundu/102/Kwilu.


Nutrition/Mortality/Consumption/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.

Report outlines the strategy behind the USAID Arla Food and Market Development Project. A discussion is presented of ways to utilize the public/private partnership to enhance Kikwit's role as an agricultural service center. Training and credit service programs are discussed.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/HOUSING/CREDIT/TRAINING.


Results of a 12 day rapid reconnaissance survey of five secondary cities in Bandundu. The RR was done in July of 1983 to catalog major services to agricultural production, transformation, and marketing provided by each town, and to determine the relationships between these urban centers, and each one's relationship to Kikwit. Probably outdated.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.


This short (12pp) paper is divided into three sections, socio-cultural context and feasibility, Equity considerations, and impact on the rural standard of living.

BANDUNDU/098/102/RURAL.


BANDUNDU/RURAL//AGRICULTURE.


Preliminary discussion of project 102. The report contains descriptive background, a number of unanswered questions, a series of recommendations about how the project should be developed, and descriptions of the logic behind most of these recommendations. The report is organized into five main
categories: design framework, fundamental design research, design considerations, design requirements and the project paper. Because most of the recommendations in this report were acted upon, it is a useful historical document.

BANDUNDU/102/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE.


Computerized maps of Bandundu and Bas-Zaïre by zone. Gives household production, area planted and amount of labor, etc.

BANDUNDU/MAPS/AGRICULTURE/cassava/CORN/PEANUTS/LABOR.


Statistics on the characteristics of agricultural households and cultivation techniques for Bandundu, Bas Zaïre, the Kasais, and Shaba. Has statistics and questionnaires.

QUESTIONNAIRE/BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/HOUSEHOLD/SHABA/KASAI/BAS ZAIRE.


household/Agriculture/Bandundu/Inquiry.


Agriculture/Bandundu/Zaire.

Agriculture/Bandundu/Inquiry.


household/Agriculture/Bandundu/Inquiry.

105. Riddell James C. "LAND TENURE IN CENTRAL BANDUNDU: A RECONNAISSANCE FOR THE AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION AND MARKETING PROJECT (102)." (Kinshasa: USAID; 1986) Availability: USAID/ARD; USAID/PDO.

A preliminary report to recommend whether further study of land tenure and project interactions in the 102 project area were necessary. Study finds that land cannot be treated as a marketable commodity, and land tenure matters should be left to local mechanisms. Recommended further study if that study were low cost.

Land tenure/Agriculture/Production/Marketing/Bandundu/102.


BANDUNDU/RURAL/AGRICULTURE.


A preliminary analysis of existing health data related to health indicators in the Kwiliu subregion of Bandundu, specifically five health zones covered by the Project 102 area. Provides a summary of available data in clinics from 1980 - 1988. Zones included are Bagata, Bulungu, Djuma, Mokala, and Vanga. Data collected included demographic data, mortality, birthweight, and nutrition indicators.

Population/Health/Bandundu/nutrition/Mortality.

This report situates USAID's help in different regions in Zaire.
BANDUNDU/MARKETING/CASSAVA/AGRICULTURE.


These reports describe the economic, cultural, financial and commercial activities and situations in these collectivities. They also present the difficulties and the perchance needs of the people in these collectivities, as well as recommendations.
BANDUNDU/BANGA/NKARA/KIDZWEME/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.

110. Societa d'Ingegneria e Consulenza Attivita Industriali (SICAI). "ETUDE AGRO-SOCIO-ECONOMIQUE DE L'OUEST DU ZAIRE." (Kinshasa: Societa d'Ingegneria e Consulenza Attivita Industriali (SICAI); 1977) Availability: not found.

Agriculture/Economy/Bandundu.


This report analyses the recent evolution of marketing and the principal prices of agricultural products.
BANDUNDU/MARKETING/PRICES/AGRICULTURE.


"The purpose of this report is to provide a preliminary design for a monitoring and evaluation information system (MEIS) for projects 660-0102 'Area Food and Market Development' and project 660-0098 'Agricultural Marketing Development.' Well organized but unrealistic. The author does not seem to grasp the extent to which data for the project area is unreliable.
Study of the use of labor in agricultural production in Kwango Kwilu. Finds that female labor is the primary factor of production, and that female labor productivity is the major constraint to increased production.

Agriculture/Farmer/Bandundu/Kwango/Kwilu/Labor Productivity/women.

The title is self-explanatory.

Combinat agro pastoral d'Ilim (COMBILIM) is an organization of the Department de Progres Populaire (DPP) which is in charge of transforming and marketing agricultural products, and helping DPP animate and train farmers.

Marketing/Agriculture/Bandundu/Kwilu.

A description of the marketing of agricultural and other produce in Kinshasa is followed by recommendations for the creation of a wholesale market.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.
118. Tylleskai, K. et Tylleskai, T. "CASSAVA AND CHILD HEALTH AMONG SAKATA - A NUTRITIONAL STUDY OF AN ETHNIC GROUP IN NORTHERN BANDUNDU REGION IN ZAIRE." (Uppsala: International Child Health Unit, Department of Pediatrics, Uppsala University, Sweden; 1988) Minor field study report n° 16. Availability: KUL-ABIB.

Cassava/Health/Child/Nutrition/Sakata/Mai-Ndombe/Bandundu/Ethnic.


"An experiment was carried out to determine optimal plant density and best spatial arrangement of cowpea and peanuts, in association with cassava."
BANDUNDU/CASSAVA/AGRICULTURE.


Price/Marketing/Agriculture/Bandundu/Kinshasa/Zaire.


Roads/Transport/Marketing/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.


Documentation of all computerized data available in the Division of Research and Information at PROCAR 102 Kikwit Bureau. Includes documentation for the Small Farmer Study, the Tollens group studies, and preliminary 1984 National Census data for Bandundu.
102/AGRICULTURE/BANDUNDU/CULTIVATION/POPULATION/PRODUCTION/RURAL.

Agriculture/Farming systems/Bandundu/Productivity/Kwilu.


A comparison of mixed cropping and monoculture farming systems in Kwilu. Data was obtained from 108 farmers in b administrative zones in Kwilu from October to November 1985 for the 1984-5 agricultural season. In Kwilu, mixed cropping is found to be more efficient, as it allows for more efficient use of labor, land, and tools.

Labor Productivity/Agriculture/Farming systems/Bandundu/ Kwilu/.


The survey is to cover the area of the Bandundu region included in the 102 area. This report discusses the capacity of several Zairian institutions to carry a consumption survey. It reviews feasible objectives for the study and then identifies an appropriate sample frame. The first paragraph of the instruction provides a good summary.

BANDUNDU/102/CONSUMPTION/AGRICULTURE.
HEALTH, POPULATION AND NUTRITION


FOOD/Bandundu/Kwango/Nutrition/AGRICULTURE.


Household/Bandundu/Bokoro/Kisantu/Bas Zaire/HEALTH.


Conference/FOOD/Nutrition/Health/Bandundu/Zaire.


Health/Bandundu/Kwango.

5. De Schrijver Antoon. "ENKELE ASPECTEN VAN PRIMAIRE GEZONDHEIDSZORG IN EEN RURALE STREEK VAN ZAIRE." (Gent: Afrika-vereniging (RUG); 1985) Afrika focus: vol. 1 Availability: AGCD 15.753.

A study of primary healthcare systems in Kasongo Lunda during the period of 1980-1982, including vaccination and oral rehydration therapy. The study concluded that delivery systems can have a strong positive influence on the general health condition of the population.

Health/Bandundu/Zaire.
6. Fondation Universitaire pour la cooperation internationale au
developpement. "SANTE ET NUTRITION AU ZAIRE : TROIS PROJETS
DE RECHERCHE-ACTION DANS LA REGION DU BANDUNDU." (Namur:
28703-127 6.

Report on a 1988 March symposium organized by the publisher.
Gives a superficial description of three health projects in
Bandundu: a survey of satiating customs in Kwango-Kwilu by
Fundu; a study of malnutrition and infant mortality in Kikwit
by Martin; and a nutrition and infant mortality study by Van
Loon. These studies are further described in this
bibliography.
Health/Bandundu/Nutrition/Yasa-Bonga/Kikwit/Kwilu/Kwango.

7. Fournier, Dr Pierre, Chiasson, Suzanne. (Agence Canadienne de
Developpement International) "Project Sante Rural a Nioki:
Available from: USAID/PEP.

An operational review of the rural health zone of Nioki, in
Bandundu. The zone is assisted by the Canadian International
Development Agency and FORESCOM.
BANDUNDU/rural/health.

8. Fundu, Membre Lukowa, Kukwikila/ Paulus J. "RESULTATS DES
ENQUETES SUR LES HABITUDES ALIMENTAIRES DANS LES VILLAGES DU
KWANGO-KWILU : REVALORISATION DE LA NOURRITURE TRADITIONNELLE
DANS LE KWANGO-KWILU." (Kinshasa: Universite de Kinshasa,
Departement de Biologie) Availability: FNDP : 9301
(2281614).

A study on traditional foodstuffs in order to diminish the
shortage of protein and energy. Data was collected from 19
villages in Kwango Kwilu and 4 cartiers of Kikwit. More
detailed studies were done in four villages: Kibangu,
Kitsaku, Kalenge, and Dimbi Kapay. The project obtained
anthropological data from all children between 0 - 5 years in
these four villages. From weight/age data, 77% of children
were malnourished, 6% badly. From height/weight data, 29%
were malnourished, 6% severely. These conclusions must be
interpreted with caution.
FOOD/Bandundu/nutrition/Kwango/Kwilu/HEALTH.

9. Holemans K. "LES CARENCES ALIMENTAIRES AU KWANGO."
(Brussels: Koninklijk Instituut voor de Tropen; 1954)
Availability: KUL-BIBC Y34291.

FOOD/Bandundu/Health/nutrition/Kwango.

FOOD/Health/Bandundu/Kwango.


Population/Household budget/Bandundu/Zaire.


FOOD/nutrition/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Kwilu.


This is a profile of the thirty-nine villages involved in the Small Farmer Study in Bandundu. This report gives insights on health, education, nutrition, agricultural and commercial activities.

BANDUNDU/HEALTH/NUTRITION/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.


Nutrition/Bandundu/Popokabaka/Kwango/HEALTH.

15. Kabamba. "RESULTATS DE L'ENQUETE NUTRITIONELLE REALISEE DANS LA REGION BANDUNDU." (Kinshasa: Ceplanut; 1983) no XXXVIII. Availability: PROJECT.

Nutrition/Bandundu/Zaire;


Mortality/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.

Mortality/Health/Poverty/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.


FOOD/Health/Kwango/Feshi/Bandundu.


A manual and technical annex explaining the use of the Bandundu Geographic Data Base. The data base is a diskette in ASCII or SAS format, available from the Program Office, that combines 1984 Census Data, Tollens Group agricultural production and marketing data, and School of Public Health health indicators for Bandundu region.

102/AGRICULTURE/BANDUNDU/HEALTH/MAIZE/CASSAVA/PEANUTS/POPULATION/MARKETING.


Study conducted in Kikwit during April - May 1986. 4264 women and 3574 children in the city of Kikwit were examined. The study concluded that the application of growth curves from the National Center for Health Statistics (USA) is not always accurate. Children that qualify as underfed according to NCeS criteria were often found to be healthy upon medical examination.

Health/nutrition/Child/Infant Mortality/Bandundu/Kikwit.


Bibliography of sources on Bandundu's regional economy gathered during a study for the "amenagement du territoire." Contains about one hundred fifty references dating from 1950 to the present. Availability of sources is unknown.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/RURAL/TRANSPORT/HEALTH/MARKET.

BANDUNDU/HEALTH/RURAL.


An anthropological study of health practices in the rural health zone of Yasa Bongo, Bandundu.

BANDUNDU/HEALTH/RURAL.


Birth rates/ Health/ Child/ Kikwit/ Bandundu/ Population.


Health/nutrition/Epidemiology/Bandundu/Yasa Bonga.


Health/Infant Mortality/Boma/Matadi/Bandundu/Kikwit/Mbandaka/ Zongo/Kisangani/Bukavu/Lubumbashi/Kolwezi/Kananga/ Mbuji-Maji.


Preliminary report of a study to address the question of whether existing local financial intermediaries are potentially a viable, self-sustaining mechanism for the
provision of deposit and credit services to the rural population of Zaire.
Rural/Savings/Credit/Bandundu/Shaba.

Dissertation. Availability: not found.

Nutrition/Mortality/Consumption/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.

Available from: USAID/PEP.

Summary of existing health data to be found in the health zone of Idiofa, including demographic data and nutrition indicators.

BANDUNDU/IDIOFA/HEALTH/NUTRITION/POPULATION.

Availability: USAID/Kinshasa.

A preliminary analysis of existing health data related to health indicators in the Kwilu subregion of Bandundu, specifically five health zones covered by the Project 102 area. Provides a summary of available data in clinics from 1980 - 1988. Zones included are Bagata, Bulungu, Djuma, Mokala, and Vanga. Data collected included demographic data, mortality, birthweight, and nutrition indicators.
Population/Health/Bandundu/nutrition/Mortality.

31. Societa d'Ingegneria e Consulenza Attivita Industriali (SICAI). "ENQUETES DEMOGRAPHIQUES ET BUDGETAIRES DES VILLES DE L'OUEST DU ZAIRE." (Kinshasa, Societa d'Ingegneria e Consulenza Attivita Industriali {SICAI}; 1977) Vol 6a Kikwit. Availability, not found.

Budget/Population/Kikwit/Bandundu.
32. Tylleskai, K. et Tylleskai, T. "CASSAVA AND CHILD HEALTH AMONG SAKATA - A NUTRITIONAL STUDY OF AN ETHNIC GROUP IN NORTHERN BANDUNDU REGION IN ZAIRE." (Uppsala: International Child Health Unit, Departement of Paediatrics, Uppsala University, Sweden; 1988) Minor field study report no. 16. Availability: KUL-ABIB.

Cassava/Health/Child/Nutrition/Sakata/Mai-Ndombe/Bandundu/Ethnic.


Study compares health statistics from nine different regions of Zaire to find correlation between health status and levels of development. Lubumbashi was found to be best off, then Kikwit, followed by rural areas. Development correlated positively with increased health status. National Center for Health Statistics criteria for nutritional status were not necessarily accurate.


Health/household/Bandundu/Bokoro/Kisantu/Bas Zaire.


Roads/Transport/Marketing/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.


Documentation of all computerized data available in the Division of Research and Information at PROCAR 102 Kikwit Bureau. Includes documentation for the Small Farmer Study, the Tollans group studies, and preliminary 1984 National Census data for Bandundu.
102/AGRICULTURE/BANGLADESH/CULTIVATION/POPULATION/PRODUCTION/RURAL.
TRANSPORT


This study focuses on the regional infrastructure. The study consists of the following sub-studies: 1. A road inventory, 2. Traffic counts, 3. Vehicle Operation costs, 4. Price information, 5. A market study, 6. Informal information collection on the village level, 7. A river transport study. BANDUNDU/TRANSPORT/roads/rivers/KWILU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING.


Notes on interviews with high-level administrators in the following organizations; IREG, DMPCC, BEAU, Service d’Etudes, DOA, CEPAS, and INS. Useful background on these organizations and their willingness/capacity to work with AID on 098/102 monitoring and evaluation. BANDUNDU/102/098/MONITORING/EVALUATION/AGRICULTURE.


This is a report on the second phase of an assessment of cassava marketing and processing in Bandundu (see Scope of Work for an Assessment of Cassava Marketing and Processing in the Bandundu Region of Western Zaire. 102/098/BANDUNDU/Cassava/Marketing/AGRICULTURE.

This is a listing and evaluation of potential sources of data on cassava marketing for 098/102 monitoring and evaluation. The main potential sources considered are the following: - DOA/Direction des Marches, Prix et Credits de Campagne; -DOA/Division de Statistiques Agricole; -DOA/Service d'Etudes/Bureau d'Analyse Economique; Institut Nationale de Statistiques; Institut des Recherches Economiques et Sociales; CEPLANUT; USAID/Program; USAID/Small Farmer Survey; Possible agricultural and household surveys under 098/102 Monitoring and Evaluation.

BANDUNDU/098/102/Cassava/Marketing.


This report explains how marketing assessments work and their needs.

102/098/BANDUNDU/Cassava/Marketing/AGRICULTURE.


This is report on Small Farmer Marketing Assessment (SFMA) activities in Zaire up to November 1984.

102/098/BANDUNDU/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE.


"This is a joint review of companion Agricultural Marketing Development Projects 660-0026 and 660-0028." This report is in two sections. The first section is a midterm evaluation of projects 026 and 028. The second section consists of five annexes.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING/026/028/098/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE/ROADS/TRANSPORT/KWILU.

This report is an attempt to develop a commercial activity baseline in the 098/102 project area. It focuses on agricultural marketing.

BANDUNDU/098/102/AGRICULTURE/MARKETING/TRANSPORT/ROADS/RIVERS.


This is report was done for Project 098. The title is self-explanatory.

BANDUNDU/098/RIVERS/TRANSPORT/AGRICULTURE.


List of project reports produced by Project 098 from 1986 to 1989.

BANDUNDU/TRANSPORT/ROADS/RIVERS.


List of existing Bandundu maps from Institut Geographique du Zaire, Institut National de la Statistique, Office des Routes and USAID.

BANDUNDU/MAPS/TRANSPORT.


Bibliography of sources on Bandundu’s regional economy gathered during a study for the "amenagement du territoire." Contains about one hundred fifty references dating from 1950 to the present. Availability of sources is unknown.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/RURAL/TRANSPORT/HEALTH/MARKET.

This report is a detailed proposal for development of a baseline for the impact assessment of projects 098 and 102.


Transport/Bandundu/Zaire.


This short (12pp) paper is divided into three sections, socio-cultural context and feasibility, Equity considerations, and impact on the rural standard of living.


Transport/Agriculture/Marketing/Bandundu/roads/Kwilu.


This memo describes the views of USAID/PRM research officer, Glenn Rogers, regarding the commercial survey baseline done by project 098.


"The purpose of this report is to provide a preliminary design for a monitoring and evaluation information system (MEIS) for projects 660-0102 'Area Food and Market Development' and project 660-0098 'Agricultural Marketing
Development. Well organized but unrealistic. The author does not seem to grasp the extent to which data for the project area is unreliable.

BANDUNDU/AGRICULTURE/Monitoring/Evaluation/098/102/MARKETING/TRANSPORT.


The title is self-explanatory.

BANDUNDU/PRICES/TRANSPORT/MARKETING/AGRICULTURE.


Roads/Transport/Marketing/Health/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.
OTHER


BANDUNDU/SME/CREDIT.


Includes scope of work; identification of small and medium enterprises in Bandundu, and Shaba; sample data collection questionnaires; and company profiles.

Private Sector/Credit/Bandundu/Shaba/Questionnaire.


A complementary study to the "Private Sector Overview," which documents a fuller picture of the economic activities of small and medium traders in towns of Shaba and Bandundu. Sample is 80- small and medium businesses that employ between 5 and 100 employees. Study finds that the biggest constraints to small trader expansion were lack of transportation, working credit and capital. The study suggests that USAID continue transportation and storage infrastructure assistance and fuel distribution. It also suggests that USAID organize a management training program and continue to work with the GOZ to continue price liberalization measures.

Private Sector/Shaba/Bandundu/Credit.

Terms of Reference, identification of small and medium enterprises in Bandundu and Shaba; Sample questionnaires for small and medium enterprises and training institutions; company profiles.
Private Sector/Credit/Bandundu/Shaba/Questionnaire.


Previous studies to provide documentation background for the conception of the Private Sector Strategy and Program design concentrated on private firms of between 5 - 100 employees but found that few of these firms were considered qualified borrowers by bankers. This third study broadens the definition of private sector companies and surveys a representative sample of 38 companies of 100 - 500 employees to assess the financial needs and the credit facilities available to those firms through the commercial banks.
Private Sector/Bandundu/Shaba/Credit/Commercial Bank.


This report presents and inventory of materials available in Kinshasa relevant to AID Project 660-0102.
Bandundu/Natural Resources/102.


Bandundu/Informal Sector/Rural/Credit.

This report presents the findings of a study of local associations, cooperatives, rural development programs and regional organizations in the 102 project area. In one month of fieldwork, the team visited fourteen collectivities in the northern and central part of Bandundu. BANDUNDU/102/COOPERATIVES/RURAL.


Population/Household budget/Bandundu/Zaire.


Price/Marketing/Household Consumption/Kikwit/Bandundu/Zaire.

11. Nicolai, H. "LE KWILU : ETUDE GEOGRAPIQUE D'UNE REGION CONGOLAISE." (Brussel: Centre Scientifique et Medical de l'Universite Libre de Bruxelles en Afrique Centrale; 1963) Availability: KUL-ABIB.

Bandundu/Kwilu/Zaire.


Preliminary report of a study to address the question of whether existing local financial intermediaries are potentially a viable, self-sustaining mechanism for the provision of deposit and credit services to the rural population of Zaire. Rural/Savings/Credit/Bandundu/Shaba.

This report talks about urbanization problems. There is some potentially useful information. The first part of the section on Kikwit (pp. 3-23) is useful general background. Report is badly organized and difficult to read, and outdated.

BANDUNDU/RURAL/URBAN.


Digitized Maps of Bandundu by Collectivity.

BANDUNDU/MAPS.


BANDUNDU/Labor Productivity/Farming/Kwilu/.

16. Societa d'Ingegneria e Consulenza Attivita Industriali (SICAI). "ENQUETES DEMOGRAPHIQUES ET BUDGETAIRES DES VILLES DE L'OUEST DU ZAIRE." (Kinshasa: Societa d'Ingegneria e Consulenza Attivita Industriali (SICAI); 1977) Vol 6a Kikwit. Availability: not found.

Budget/Population/Kikwit/Bandundu.